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Blood of the White Witch-Lacey Weatherford 2010-10-22 When love came knocking on the door of novice witch, Portia Mullins, in the form of handsome bad
boy, Vance Mangum, she had no idea how quickly the attraction between them would escalate. Now she finds her relationship with Vance taken to a whole new
level, in a way she had never dreamed possible at this point and time of her life. Yet even as the personal connection between them explodes, the two quickly
find themselves in a world of shifting balances. While searching for Vance's missing mother, they realize they are suddenly unsure of who to trust, learning that
sometimes things are not always as they appear. When Vance's demon characteristics abruptly begin to resurface again without warning, the horrible truth
comes out, crashing down upon them and shattering some of their most precious dreams. Once the deadly secret is uncovered, Portia and Vance find
themselves hastily rushing against the hands of time in an attempt to stop an ancient ritual from being performed. But will they be successful before fate
reaches out to twist them cruelly, possibly separating them and changing magic forever? Passion, loyalties, powers, and family ties, will all be tested when
dangerous adventures abound in this third installment in the Of Witches and Warlocks series, Blood of the White Witch.
Blood Witch-May Freighter 2019-04-25 Desperate times call for desperate measures… Helena’s mind is set. She wants to learn blood magic no matter what and
employs the help of a powerful warlock through her connections. Her actions create an even greater rift between her and Lucious. Shutting her eyes to the
growing relationship problem, she isolates herself while burying her head in books. When her mentor arrives in London, he’s not what she expected. As a
matter of fact, in his hands, her life may come to an end sooner rather than later. Unable to prove the involvement of the Italian delegates in a plot to kill the
Councilmen, Lucious is stuck between a rock and a hard place. The stability of the Vampire Council falls apart faster than he can act. Not only that, his bloodsister goes missing, a secret society wants him dead, and his love life is hanging by a thread. This time, the dark world he lives in my well and truly swallow him
whole.
Divided Realms, The Complete Collection: Steel Maiden, Witch Queen, Blood Magic-Kim Richardson (Novelist) 2016-09-02 * * * Get the complete set for nearly
30% off the cost of buying them individually! * * * All three volumes of Kim Richardson’s bestselling Divided Realms trilogy are finally available together!
"There's romance, adventure, action and a really neat world that felt cohesive. I think fans of "Throne of Glass" might really enjoy this one..." - The Reader's
Hollow “Five (HUGE) Boundless Stars. Intensity drips from every page in Blood Magic. It made me anxious, with life and death decisions at every corner…The
magic has yet faded in this series.” -- Boundless Book Reviews Book 1: Steel Maiden A stolen crown. A handsome prince. A giant disaster. Since childhood,
Elena has lived inside the walls of the Pit, the filthy shantytown where the poor are forced to live out their lives as trash. But when she steals the Anglian crown,
everything changes. As punishment, Elena is forced to become the High priest’s champion in The Great Race. Catapulted into the bloodiest race in all the
realms, she is forced to compete with a man she hates while she develops a growing passion for another. Along the way she must battle deadly creatures and
demons, all the while struggling to understand her special skills and her mysterious healing powers that she must keep secret. But when Elena discovers the
truth behind the race, can she stop the ancient, wicked evil that threatens all living things before it's too late? Book 2: Witch Queen Elena survived the great
race and the clutches of the high priests, but at a cost. The Heart of Arcania, the most powerful magical stone in the land is now in the hands of the wicked
priests. But worse—Jon is captured. The black blight is a scar on the world, infecting everything with its black magic, festering until no living thing can endure,
and Elena might be the only key to stopping it. She quickly finds herself thrust into a mystery that could shake her world apart…and potentially unleash a
greater evil. Book 3: Blood Magic Elena survived the witch king's clutches and the deadly witch trials to return to Gray Haven. Yet, she is far from her heart's
desire—to save the man she loves. As she and her daring companions take one last quest into enemy territory to save Jon, Elena will face hardships she's never
imagined. Meanwhile, as rumors of monstrous forces gather on the horizon, an unspeakable tragedy shatters Elena's world. A darkness grows in Elena's soul,
caused by the awakening of the black magic within her and soon finds herself on a deadly path, at risk of becoming exactly the kind of monster she is trying to
kill. But if Elena can't find the strength to fight not only the darkness inside her, but the evil about to be unleashed, it could mean the end of everything.
The last white witch-Nalle Windahl 2020-07-18 The first book of four in the Saga Quadrology. Meet Dee who wants to reunite with her brother, but get stuck in
a tense situation between vampires and werewolves. As she escapes the situation, she accidentally meets Groll, a bitter troll who hates humans. Groll will help
Dee get out of his way, so he can go back at being his grumpy old self without her precense. Little do they both know that their journey has only begun. Soon,
their world will face a threat greater than when the Dwarf King claimed himself lone ruler of the world. The old war between warm-bloods and cold-bloods
sparks again, and there is a new Dwarf King on the throne that has the decire to unite the dwarf society and make the Dwarf kingdom great again.
Blood Bound-Tay T. 2020-07-19 Can the prey really catch the predator? Or will the predator devour the prey? When Maya, a dark sorceress, discovers an
ancient scroll in her search for ultimate power, she decides to kidnap a Cardinal Alpha known for his ruthless and brutal ways. And she succeeds. Yet all her
attempts to activate the dark ritual fail within the first few tries. Her test specimens fall unconscious with their mouths seared shut in a thick layer of black. And
her time is starting to run out the longer she plays this game of cat and mouse with the Alpha. With no other choice, Maya decides to activate the ritual herself.
But just when she's about to attain all his powers, she painstakingly decides to back out due to a sudden and terrifying realization: she is bound and chained to
Xavier Thaeos. Can she walk away from an addiction that is far more lethal than any drug on earth? Can she fight him and the call of his blood? But, most
importantly, will the cunning Alpha let her? ***This steamy romance novel contains detailed scenes of adult intimacy.*** Reviews What the readers are saying
about this book: "The story line is truly captivating and absolutely thrilling. I love the fact that the main [character] is not some naive girl who knows nothing.
She has character."—Zinhlenkomo70 "This story is soo good! I enjoy how Maya isn't the usual goody two shoes. She's cunning and she's not afraid to do
everything to save her mother regardless of the repercussions...She's so badasssss and maaan, I just love it! It is easily one of the most original plots I have read
so far."—Ayesa First "This book is just like quicksand. You come here, knowing nothing, and when you realize it's got a hold of you, it's too late, you're addicted,
just like the rest of us... This book is so fabulous. Best book ever!"--Ogooney "This book is amazing "—Casper98 "I love the depth of the characters’
personalities, it made them seem real, and I loved how we got to know them. I recommended this book to a group of 7 friends because I really do just love it and
think they’d like it too."—Interstellar_1107 "It's a beautiful story. The amount of details just adds more life to it. I have read many other authors' books but this
story and series has attracted me like none other. The amount of suspense, anticipation, love and hate just encourages me to read the story again and again.
Every detail just increases a reader's love for the story..."—Tasfiaanjum "I really like the story, how the characters developed and how the story progressed. I
have read her other books and I can say that she's a terrific author, and I can't wait for her future books."—Almazanprincessjuz "Fantastic story by a great
author. Love reading her books and enjoy how she brings the characters to life."—Crystal "[I] absolutely love this book. I have read many werewolf books, but
this book has a completely different take and it is written exceptionally well. I would recommend this book to anyone that enjoys a good read..."—Christine van
der Bank "The suspense is perfect. The chemistry between them is off the charts and they haven't even properly bonded yet. They both are driven, which makes
dynamics of their soon to be relationship interesting. Who will bend and how will they make it work? So far this book has captured my imagination right from
the first chapter. Great writing. Thank you. I have no doubt that with your writing talents you shall be an established author in no time."—Rose Heuer Wiggill "I
can vividly picture the story in my mind. The author is truly talented at bringing the characters setting and scenes to life! I’m aroused and excited at every
chapter, even in waiting!"—MizuAki_0011 "This story just began and I'm already craving it like a drug...I'm even writing a review, when it is something that I
NEVER do! Before reading, you just need to know that it is dark, so if it is something you don't like, this story is not for you. But if you could care less, and you
love romance, hot werewolf dominant men, and strong women, this story is just for you! The plot is marvelous and for those like me who read thousand of
werewolf's stories, its originality is like fresh wind..."—Opale.G "This story is far from the cliche werewolf stories out there. I’ve only read the first few but it has
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me hooked! The writer is so descriptive that I can picture everything in my mind. This story is a must read for anyone who loves a little mystery with their
romance."—Nikki Brown "Really, really, reeeeeally great story!! It's definitely a 10/10!!"—Kari
Half Bad-Sally Green 2014-03-04 “An enthralling fantasy in the Harry Potter tradition.”— Time magazine “A bewitching new thriller.” — The Wall Street Journal
In modern-day England, witches live alongside humans: White witches, who are good; Black witches, who are evil; and sixteen-year-old Nathan, who is both.
Nathan’s father is the world’s most powerful and cruel Black witch, and his mother is dead. He is hunted from all sides. Trapped in a cage, beaten and
handcuffed, Nathan must escape before his seventeenth birthday, at which point he will receive three gifts from his father and come into his own as a witch—or
else he will die. But how can Nathan find his father when his every action is tracked, when there is no one safe to trust—not even family, not even the girl he
loves? In the tradition of Patrick Ness and Markus Zusak, Half Bad is a gripping tale of alienation and the indomitable will to survive, a story that will grab hold
of you and not let go until the very last page. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Witch Blood-Anya Bast 2008-03-04 Water witch Isabelle Novak must form an uneasy alliance with earth witch Thomas Monahan to hunt and destroy a demon of
tremendous power, even though Thomas's very presence stirs deeper desires than she ever knew she had.
Half Bad-Sally Green 2014-03-04 “An enthralling fantasy in the Harry Potter tradition.”— Time magazine “A bewitching new thriller.” — The Wall Street Journal
In modern-day England, witches live alongside humans: White witches, who are good; Black witches, who are evil; and sixteen-year-old Nathan, who is both.
Nathan’s father is the world’s most powerful and cruel Black witch, and his mother is dead. He is hunted from all sides. Trapped in a cage, beaten and
handcuffed, Nathan must escape before his seventeenth birthday, at which point he will receive three gifts from his father and come into his own as a witch—or
else he will die. But how can Nathan find his father when his every action is tracked, when there is no one safe to trust—not even family, not even the girl he
loves? In the tradition of Patrick Ness and Markus Zusak, Half Bad is a gripping tale of alienation and the indomitable will to survive, a story that will grab hold
of you and not let go until the very last page. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Snow White, Blood Red-Ellen Datlow 1993-12-01 Once upon a time, fairy tales were for children . . . But no longer. You hold in your hands a volume of wonders
-- magical tales of trolls and ogres, of bewitched princesses and kingdoms accursed, penned by some of the most acclaimed fantasists of our day. But these are
not bedtime stories designed to usher an innocent child gently into a realm of dreams. These are stories that bite -- lush and erotic, often dark and disturbing
mystical journeys through a phantasmagoric landscape of distinctly adult sensibilities . . . where there is no such thing as "happily ever after."
The Pall Mall Magazine- 1904
White Witch Doctor-John A. Hunt 2003 Dr. John Hunt has written a powerful true story of life and death, hope and despair in Apartheid South Africa. It details
Dr. Hunt's fight to save his beloved country during a violent time of social unrest and political upheaval.
Anna Dressed in Blood-Kendare Blake 2011-08-30 Cas Lowood has inherited an unusual vocation: He kills the dead. So did his father before him, until he was
gruesomely murdered by a ghost he sought to kill. Now, armed with his father's mysterious and deadly athame, Cas travels the country with his kitchen-witch
mother and their spirit-sniffing cat. Together they follow legends and local lore, trying to keep up with the murderous dead—keeping pesky things like the
future and friends at bay. When they arrive in a new town in search of a ghost the locals call Anna Dressed in Blood, Cas doesn't expect anything outside of the
ordinary: track, hunt, kill. What he finds instead is a girl entangled in curses and rage, a ghost like he's never faced before. She still wears the dress she wore
on the day of her brutal murder in 1958: once white, now stained red and dripping with blood. Since her death, Anna has killed any and every person who has
dared to step into the deserted Victorian she used to call home. But she, for whatever reason, spares Cas's life. Kendare Blake's Anna Dressed in Blood is a 2011
Kirkus Best Teen Books of the Year title. One of NPR's Top 5 Young Adult Novels of 2011. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
White Witch Where Art Thou?-Lil Hamilton 2016-12-21 It's never a good thing when demons come knocking on my door especially when they're blood kin, given
the only time I'd met my demon relations they had kidnapped me to force a little family reunion and father-daughter bonding. It seems one of my distant cousins
made it to the border realm, mated up with a witch with just enough fae blood to give her some longevity boost and then managed to 'misplace' her. He was
young and a pure born High Demon, both indicators that if he stayed in the border realm himself to search for her he would go psychopath mad within weeks.
That would just be messy for us all. So my brother wants me to hunt the witch down without knowing her true name or what may have happened to her. Not
like there are not dozens of coven gangs and hundreds of witches running the Haven streets. Should be easy. With her using a fae alias and all. Since I came
back from Faerie there have been more than a few missing faelings besides this witch blood so it needs to be investigated and my team is more than up for the
task. Faelings are not technically under Faerie protection, most of them are mortal born, and so they are easy prey to slavers and vampires. But not on my
streets. Besides the faster I find her the faster I get these demons out of my town and my life, because the second reason my brother has come to visit is
because my father has decided to get me mated. He wants to pull my loyalty from Faerie by having me tie the metaphysical knot with one of his Hunters. Which
requires a full merge of energy. So not happening. Besides the vulnerability that puts me in on the metaphysical level and my Seelie fae commitment issues, the
Faerie Queen is very possessive of her people, even unstable half-breeds like me. Mating up without her permission, and further polluting the blood line with
demon blood, would get me on the fast track to the eternal Fade
Faiths and Folklore-William Carew Hazlitt 1905
Popular Antiquities of Great Britain-John Brand 1905
The white witch-White witch 1884
In the Blood (Book #2 in the Vampire's Witch Saga)-Jennifer Abrahams IN THE BLOOD was inspired by actual events and their resulting, recurring nightmares.
Do the choices we make in our past lives haunt us throughout time? That seems to be what’s happening to 21-year-old Skyla Jane Judge as she struggles to
decide her future. It turns out that the special abilities she’s recently discovered stem from spiritual practices she engaged in during a past life. The question is,
should she embrace these powers—and her true self—or should she turn her back on all that she has become and could continue to become? Meanwhile, the
“den” hums below The French Quarter as its members meditate in their makeshift home. Keeping the clan intact proves to be trickier than ever as they are
forced to seek help deep in Louisiana’s swamp lands- placing their trust in powerful vampires, witches, and ... each other. Skyla realizes that clarity comes with
a cost in this creepy cobblestone town. Her inner turmoil is heightened by the rival affections of two den members. One offers new love, while the other
promises the rekindling of a glorious romance from the past. Skyla’s heart and soul are very literally at stake, and the effects of her decision are sure to
reverberate beyond this lifetime. IN THE BLOOD (48,000 words) is Book #2 of The Vampire’s Witch Saga, following Book #1 (THE DEN). Book #3 (THE
SEVENTH DAY) of the series is also available for sale.
Magic Power of White Witchcraft-Gavin Frost 1999-07-01 Offering helpful skills and techniques for such things as raising vital energy levels and influencing
others to do your bidding, this text on white witchcraft provides rituals to achieve love, power, money and success. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Blood of the Witch-Tommy Donbavand 2009 One week after arriving on Scream Street, Luke Watson is even more determined to find the six relics that will let
him return home, but he and his friends must first face problems with the vampires' vital blood supply and with raging sewer rats.
Blood Winter-Diana Pharaoh Francis 2012-12-26 NEW GAME. SAME RULES. SHE FIGHTS. THEY DIE. Max always does her job, no matter how brutal and
bloody. That’s how it’s been ever since she was enslaved by a witch, turned into a supernatural warrior, and assigned to protect the coven of Horngate. But her
job just got harder. . . . Waves of wild magic have returned much of the world to a time when fairy tales were real and danger now lurks behind every tree and
bush. As winter descends and food, heat, and water are harder to come by, many have turned to Benjamin Sterling for protection. Leader of the Earth’s Last
Stand cult, Sterling claims to be the Hand of God, but his power and charisma secretly come from a dark and terrible source. With devout followers eager to do
his sadistic bidding, he has his eyes on Horngate and its magical inhabitants. To save those she loves, Max will knowingly walk into a trap. But when the cult
strips Max’s soul bare for all to see, will even Alexander—her lover and her strength—remain? And if she were to lose him, what does it matter if she gains the
whole world. . . .
Witch Blood-Will Shetterly 1986 Young Rifkin is chosen by the wandering priest of the Warrior Saint to master her Art and, as a result, half the assassins of
Moon Isle are on his trail because they think he is a witch
Heaven and Earth-Nora Roberts 2001-12-01 In the second book in her Three Sisters Island Trilogy, #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts returns
to the haunting shores of New England—and to the lives of three passionate, powerful women… Ripley Todd's job as a sheriff’s deputy keeps her busy and
happy, and she has no trouble finding men when she wants them—which, lately, isn’t all that often. She’s perfectly content, except for one thing: she has special
powers that both frighten and confuse her. Distraction soon arrives in the handsome form of MacAllister Booke—a researcher who’s come to investigate the
rumors of witchcraft that haunt Three Sisters Island. Right from the start, he knows there’s something extraordinary about Ripley Todd. Fascinated by her
struggle with her amazing abilities, he becomes determined to help her accept who she is—and find the courage to open her heart. But before Ripley and Mac
can dream of what lies in the future, they must confront the pain of the past. For Three Sisters shelters centuries of secrets—and a legacy of danger that
plagues them still… Don't miss the other books in the Three Sisters Island Trilogy Dance Upon the Air Face the Fire
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Popular romances of the west of England; or, The drolls, traditions, and superstitions of old Cornwall-Robert Hunt 1881
Circle of Blood-Debbie Viguie 2014-04-01 Samantha Ryan—cop by choice, witch hunter by necessity—is about to confront the witch who has been secretly
manipulating her life. But her search for the truth about her past may end in her death.… All her life, Samantha Ryan has been haunted by a circle of blood,
which she has tried to keep at bay—ever since she escaped a vicious Salem coven of witches as a child. But now her carefully constructed life has given way to
the darkness she might have embraced, had she not run away. Angry, focused, and more than willing to use her powers on anyone who gets in her way,
Samantha travels to New Orleans to confront Lilith Black, the witch who has been mercilessly shaping events around her for months. But little does Samantha
know that her own nightmarish past and Lilith’s are inescapably intertwined—and that what Lilith wants most of all is for Samantha to suffer until her final
breath.…
The White Witch-Florence Warden 1884
The white witch-richard bentley and son 1884
The White Witch-Barbara Cartland 2011-04-14 The Marquis of Wynstanton had become involved with one of the beauties of London Society - Locadi, Lady
Marshall and when her husband died unexpectedly, the Marquis set out on a long journey to India and Nepal, as he wished to avoid any gossip arising about
their liaison.After his return, he resumed the affair, staying on in London for some time when he should have gone straight to Wyn Castle and his country
estate.Then he began to suspect that Locadi was using black magic to entice him to her and to induce him to propose marriage.Almost in a panic the Marquis
returned to his estate, which he had neglected for so long only to find to his horror that he had been cheated by the manager he had left in charge.At Wyn
Castle he meets Flora Romilly, the daughter of a distinguished author. She is known locally as the White Witch, because she can heal ailments with plants and
leaves from her herb garden and has worked wonders with his grandmother's rheumatism.How Flora despises the Marquis as she is so disgusted at the way his
people have been treated in his absence.How she is persuaded to help him make amends and put matters to rights on the estate.And how in fleeing from
London the Marquis has not escaped from Locadi and her evil magic is all told in this unusual and exciting story by BARBARA CARTLAND.
A Perfect Blood-Kim Harrison 2012-02-21 “I wouldn’t miss a Kim Harrison book for anything.” —Charlaine Harris There’s nothing more darkly satisfying than
time spent in the Hollows—New York Times bestseller Kim Harrison’s alternate urban fantasy Cincinnati where vampires, pixies, and werewolves roam free.
Harrison takes us back in A Perfect Blood, as former bounty hunter witch-turned-reluctant daywalking demon Rachel Morgan investigates a series of ritual
murders, only to discover to her horror that whomever—or whatever—is responsible is actually seeking her blood. Rachel’s sexy, supernatural adventures have
consistently landed atop bestseller lists from coast-to-coast, and A Perfect Blood is no exception—another supremely satisfying excursion to a deliciously eerie
fantasy realm that’s certain to delight Kim Harrison’s voracious army of fans…not to mention Laurell K. Hamilton, Charlaine Harris, Jim Butcher, Kelley
Armstrong, Patricia Briggs, and Stephanie Meyers aficionados, and any reader who craves a walk on the wild, dark side.
Rose Hall's White Witch-Mike Henry 2005 The themes of betrayal, romance, love and mystery underpin this epic drama about Annee Palmer, one of the most
memorable characters in Jamaica's history who was the bewitching owner of a plantation; Millie, a beautiful and determined slave; and John Rutherford who
was caught in the middle of the torrid love story.
Cornish Notes & Queries-Cornish Telegraph 1906
Publications of the Folk-lore Society- 1879
Notes on the folk-lore of the Northern countries of England and the borders-William Henderson 1879
Notes on the Folk-lore of the Northern Counties of England and the Borders-William Henderson 1879
John Ames, Native Commissioner-Bertram Mitford 1900
Devonshire & Other Original Poems-Elias Tozer 1873
Blood Magick-Nora Roberts 2014-10-28 From #1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts comes the final novel in a trilogy about the land we’re drawn
to, the family we learn to cherish, and the people we long to love… Book Three of The Cousins O’Dwyer Trilogy Blood Magick County Mayo is rich in the
traditions of Ireland, legends that Branna O’Dwyer fully embraces in her life and in her work as the proprietor of The Dark Witch shop, which carries soaps,
lotions, and candles for tourists, made with Branna’s special touch. Branna’s strength and selflessness hold together a close circle of friends and family—along
with their horses and hawks and her beloved hound. But there’s a single missing link in the chain of her life: love… She had it once—for a moment—with Finbar
Burke, but a shared future is forbidden by history and blood. Which is why Fin has spent his life traveling the world to fill the abyss left in him by Branna,
focusing on work rather than passion. Branna and Fin’s relationship offers them both comfort and torment. And though they succumb to the heat between them,
there can be no promises for tomorrow. A storm of shadows threatens everything that their circle holds dear. It will be Fin’s power, loyalty, and heart that will
make all the difference in an age-old battle between the bonds that hold their friends together and the evil that has haunted their families for centuries. Don’t
miss the other books in the Cousins O’Dwyer Trilogy Dark Witch Shadow Spell
C.S. Lewis—On the Christ of a Religious Economy, 3.1-P. H. Brazier 2013-05-03 C. S. Lewis--On the Christ of a Religious Economy I, Creation and Sub-Creation
opens with Lewis on creation, the fall into original sin, and the human condition before God and how such an understanding permeated all his work, postconversion. For Lewis, Christ, the second person of the Trinity, is the agent of creation and its redeemer. This leads into Lewis's representation through subcreation: explaining salvation history and the purpose of the creation and the creature through story (The Chronicles of Narnia, The Space Trilogy, Screwtape,
etc.), but also the question of multiple incarnations, and the encounters he pens between Aslan-Christ and creatures. What does this tell us about the human
predicament and our state after the fall? This volume forms the first part of the third book in a series of studies on the theology of C. S. Lewis titled C. S. Lewis:
Revelation and the Christ. The books are written for academics and students, but also, crucially, for those people, ordinary Christians, without a theology
degree who enjoy and gain sustenance from reading Lewis's work.
Under Witch Curse-Maria Schneider 2012-06-06 When is a blessing a curse? What if you curse a blessing? Adriel needs the answers, and quickly, because one
spell will keep vampires at bay and the other will set something far worse free. Vamps aren’t her only problem, either. Zandy, the wily coyote, is back in town,
and he’s out for blood. Someone had better find him fast because the body count is rising. With White Feather to help, Adriel expects life to get easier, but the
relationship comes with new responsibilities and unpleasant surprises that put a price on friendship. This time, Adriel might just need more than solid ground
beneath her feet and the wind at her back in order to survive.
The Witch’s Blood (The Witch’s Kiss Trilogy, Book 3)-Katharine Corr 2018-03-08 Just who can you trust...? The final spell-binding book in THE WITCH’S KISS
trilogy by authors and sisters, Katharine and Elizabeth Corr.
The White Witch of Rosehall-Herbert George De Lisser 1982 A very striking and curious story, founded on fact, of the West Indies of the earlty nineteenth
century. Robert Rutherford is sent to the Islands to learn the planter's business from the bottom. He becomes an overseer at Rosehall, the property of a young
widow, Mrs Palmer, whose three husbands have all died in curious circumstances. She takes a violent fancy to Rutherford, who is also embarrassed by the
attentions of his half-caste housekeeper, Millicent. His housekeeper is urging him, with some sucess, to fall in with West Indian habits, when Mrs Palmer
arrives. Millicent defies her and threatens her with the powers of Takoo, an Obeah man. Mrs Palmer, herself skilled in Obeah magic, puts a spell on the girl,
which Takoo's rites, shattered by the white woman's stronger magic, are powerless to remove.
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